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ABSTRACT Visible Light Communication (VLC) is one of the emerging technologies of Optical Wireless
Communications (OWCs) in finding sustainable solutions for the spectrum crunch of beyond 5G access
technologies. This research work introduces the NeoCommLight system, a healthcare communication
architecture for Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU) based on visible light communication, which offers
a promising solution for RF-restricted areas and addresses the challenges posed by spectrum crunch and
health concerns associated with traditional radio communication technologies. To demonstrate the feasibility
and practicality of the proposed system, a prototype design is presented, accompanied by implementation
details. Furthermore, the performance analysis of the NeoCommLight system is conducted, shedding light
on crucial aspects such as communication delay, transmitter-to-receiver distance, variations in transmitter
angle concerning the Line of Sight (LoS) axis, and the impact of diffraction caused by a knife edge obstacle
placed between the transmitter and receiver. The performance analysis of the system showed that it could
transmit data at a maximum data rate of 3 Mbps at a distance of 5 cm. The system could transmit data at a
data rate 800 Kbps to a maximum distance of 2 meters.

INDEX TERMS Visible light communication (VLC), channel modeling, on-off keying (OOK), optical
communication, photodiode (PD), optisystem, interference analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless technology plays a crucial role in medical body
area networks (MBANs), offering flexibility and convenience
for both caregivers and patients. However, in certain hospital
zones, the use of mobile phones and RF devices is restricted
due to potential interference with medical devices and the
harmful effects they may have on patients with implants and
neonatal infants [1]. Particularly, newborn babies are highly
vulnerable to even minimal amounts of RF radiation, making
it necessary to find an alternative, eco-friendly communica-
tion solution for healthcare environments [2]. Additionally,
conventional RF communication faces limitations in terms of
spectrum availability for high data rate transmission.VLC has
been successfully applied as an alternative for RF in various
domains such as medical applications [3], [4], underwater
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communication, indoor positioning [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
and vehicle-to-vehicle communication [10]. VLC presents a
promising solution for MBANs due to its wider bandwidth
compared to RF and its non-harmful nature to humans [11].

However, when VLC is employed for medical applica-
tions, noise removal from the transmitted signal becomes
a significant challenge [3], [14], [15], [16]. Biomedical
signals, in particular, are difficult to detect due to their
low amplitude [17]. Among the many modulation schemes
that can be incorporated into VLC systems, On-Off Keying
(OOK)modulation is one of themost widely usedmodulation
schemes. The VLC system employs a microcontroller to
encode data into bits and transmit it through blinking LEDs,
utilizing OOK modulation [12]. A human being can discern
the difference between modulated light and stable light with a
frequency of up to 500 Hz [13]. The high-frequency blinking
of LEDs is imperceptible to the human eye. A photodiode
at the receiver detects the transmitted light, allowing the
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microcontroller to decode the message. This emphasizes the
need for a safer and more reliable communication technology
in environments like hospitals, where RF restrictions are
imposed. VLC offers several distinct advantages over RF
systems, including an uncongested frequency spectrum and
a wider bandwidth. This enables higher transmission rates
and faster speeds for short-range communication, making it
highly suitable for healthcare settings.

In this context, this paper proposes NeoCommLight,
a VLC system designed for reliable data transmission of
babies’ vital signs in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit to
doctors’ cell phones. The paper outlines the different blocks
involved in the transmitter and receiver for establishing
communication using visible light. It also presents various
NeoCommLight architectures, considering factors such as
cost-effectiveness and the number of neonatal units in the
NICU. To ensure reliable data transmission, the interfer-
ence analysis of the NeoCommLight system is performed,
considering potential interferences induced by ambient light
during transmission. Finally, a performance evaluation of the
designed NeoCommLight system is conducted to assess its
effectiveness. By addressing these aspects, this research work
aims to contribute to the development of a robust VLC-based
communication system for healthcare environments, specifi-
cally targeting the transmission of babies’ vitals in the NICU
to doctors’ cell phones.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related works. Section III describes the archi-
tectures and block diagram of the proposed NeoCommLight
System. Section IV presents the interference modeling and
analysis of the NeoCommLight System. Section V describes
the implementation details of the NeoCommLight System.

II. RELATED WORKS
VLC has grabbed significant attention as a crucial technology
for next-generation communication according to its dual
functionalities, which include higher transmission rate and
illumination. The LEDs have been used by visible light
communication as access points (APs) to provide terminals
with data service while drastically reducing costs. As part
of this chapter, there is an overview of related works
on fundamental principles, modulation techniques, channel
modeling, applications, and challenges relating to VLC. This
overview provides a comprehensive understanding of the
underlying principles of VLC and the different modulation
techniques used for its implementation. It also helps to
understand the challenges and opportunities that can arise
from the use of VLC in various applications.

Harald Haas, Liang Yin, and Cheng Chen et al. presented
the indoor networking principles and challenges in visible
light communication [8]. This article discusses why VLC
is a beneficial technology, especially for sixth-generation
(6G) cellular connections. In addition, the paper covers
and discusses fundamental networking technologies like
hybrid LiFi/Wi-Fi networking topologies and interference
avoidance. Then the paper demonstrated that VLC is the best

alternative approach for load balancing in indoor commu-
nication. Furthermore, they presented the software-defined
networking (SDN) testbed deployment results in a real-world
hybrid LiFi/Wi-Fi network. VLC/LiFi has been discovered to
improveWi-Fi networks by offloading data traffic drastically.
This paper demonstrated that LiFi, in collaboration with Wi-
Fi, can massively increase data density. The characteristics of
VLC were not sufficiently mentioned in this paper. Our paper
demonstrated the VLC characteristic graphs.

The VLC channel model based on Poisson stochastic
network theory was explored byQunzhen F andHaoWu [18].
The paper is aimed to apply Poisson’s stochastic network
theory to produce a VLC channel model. Additionally, this
publication unveiled their system’s indoor LED light layout
approach. This paper established simulation experiments
with VLC theories. However, that paper does not simulate the
noise distribution layout with distance. All noise distribution
layouts in VLC architectures are covered in our research
paper.

A journal article on detailed surveys and applications in
hybrid RF/VLC systems was provided by Hisham Abuella,
Mohammed Elamassie, Murat Uysal, et al. [19]. The user of
this hybrid system could access either VLC or RF, or both.
This article summarizes the latest innovations in hybrid
RF/VLC systems, their advantages, and their limitations.
Furthermore, it presented that the hybridVLC/RFmechanism
would be reduced RF interference and power allocation in
the network. Next, they mentioned that network reliability
would be increased under high user density and data rates by
optimizing network power consumption, delay, and capacity.
That paper said hybrid RF/VLC is more realistic for indoor
communication when both RF and VLC subsystems exist.

Klaas M, Wesley Da Silva, Van der Z, and Marianne
Pontara M, presented a patient monitoring system using
Manchester-OOK visible light communication [20]. A low-
cost, reliable VLC system was presented in this paper
including real-world characterizations and experimental
performance. This project focused on the transmission of
the Manchester-based OOK signal, In such a proof-of-
concept mechanism that makes use of the Eye Opening
Penalty (EOP) metric. Here, factors such as line-of-sight
link distance, modulation frequency, LED bias current,
and signal pattern were evaluated. Also, Prototyped was
successfully demonstrated in that project. That paper was
not demonstrated the illuminance distribution according to
the distance. Our paper clearly illustrated the illumination
distribution graphs according to the given architectures.

Research on a demonstration-based hidden node problem
in VLC networks was accomplished by Armin Makvandi,
Yousef Seifi Kavian, and Ehsan Namjoo [21]. According
to this statement, the authors suggested that the physical
layer should have a receive to send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS)
mechanism to send and clear packets. As part of the study,
they developed a prototype system (including five nodes)
using ATmega128a microcontrollers, NRZ OOKS, and a star
topology. There were very few costs associated with the
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implementation of the system. In their research, they have
developed a prototype system that is capable of archiving
data rates up to 115.2 kbps. It was also examined whether
the prototype RTS/CTS system results met the requirements
of IEEE 802.15.7 standards. Using the RTS/CTS system, the
results showed that the efficiency of the system increased
by 300% and the data goodput by 300% as well as
the average delay decreased by 50%, and the loss ratio
decreased by 94%. However, the goodput values at the zeroth
hidden node were much lower than those at the zeroth
node of the IEEE 802.15.7 standard. Overall, there was a
significant improvement in the performance of the RTS/CTS
mechanism, as shown in the results graph that was shown
as compared to the existing system. They completed their
research with good results. This paper shows the simulated
results.

An analysis of the performance of multi-user opti-
cal MIMO (Multiple Input-Multiple Output) for VLC
research paper was presented by Mahesh Kumar and Navin
Kumar [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. As part of their study,
they analyzed both the repetition coding (RC) and spatial
modulation (SM) techniques to determine what bit error
rate (BER) was induced. Based on the simulation results,
it appears that spatial modulation offers better performance,
especially at the lower end of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
However, it does not focus on the distribution of ambient
noise inside the room when studying this analysis. Our paper
provides a clear explanation of all the scenarios that can be
used to distribute ambient noise.

A detailed study on the impact of multiple shadows on
the VLC system was conducted by T Shang Qian Land Tang
T [27]. It was found that shadowing is one of the significant
barriers in the VLC network. In VLC channels, the blockage
is one of themost crucial issues that need to be addressed. The
researchers tried to present the impact that the shadow indoor
VLC system has on the indoor environment. For their VLC
indoor system, they developed mathematical expressions for
the calculation of shadows in an accurate manner. They also
consider the limitation of room size in the shadow reign.
As part of the study, the effectiveness of the VLC systemwith
shadow effect is analyzed in terms of performance metrics
with respect to throughput and outages. Furthermore, the
impact of multiple shadows on indoor VLC systems has also
been investigated. As a result of their simulations, it was
found that there was a correlation between throughput and
optical power.

Based on the literature review conducted, it appears that
no previous studies have proposed a VLC-based system
specifically designed for NICU units to deal with the
detrimental effects of RF radiation while also incorporating
smart healthcare capabilities. Therefore, the contributions of
the paper are summarized as follows:

1) A VLC-based communication architecture, Neo-
CommLight, for RF-restricted NICUs considering
factors such as cost-effectiveness and the number of
neonatal units in the NICU.

2) An interference model of NeoCommLight system and
its simulation-based analysis.

3) Prototype implementation of NeoCommLight system.
4) Comprehensive analysis of NeoCommLight system

concerning the crucial aspects such as communication
delay, transmitter-to-receiver distance, variations in
transmitter angle about the Line of Sight (LoS) axis,
and the impact of diffraction caused by a knife edge
obstacle placed between the transmitter and receiver.
The results of these analyses give insights into the
characteristics and capabilities of the NeoCommLight
system.

III. NEOCOMMLIGHT SYSTEM: ARCHITECTURES AND
BLOCK DIAGRAM
In the context of a NICU, the importance of an effective health
monitoring system cannot be overstated. Premature or ill
babies admitted to the NICU require continuous monitoring
for their survival. In certain cases, the doctors must monitor
the vital signs of babies from outside the NICU and provide
recommendations to the healthcare personnel attending to
them. By utilizing wireless communication technologies,
doctors can remotely access and analyze the vital data of
the babies, enabling them to make informed decisions and
provide guidance to the on-site healthcare team [28], [29].
This remote monitoring capability allows for efficient health-
care management and timely interventions when required.
The proposed system, NeoCommLight utilizes VLC as an
alternative to RF technology, leveraging visible light for
communication of vitals inside the NICU.

The selection of VLC technology in the NeoCommLight
system design is particularly advantageous as it enables
simultaneous illumination and communication capabilities.
This capability significantly improves the overall quality
of healthcare in NICUs by enabling seamless collaboration
between doctors and on-site healthcare providers. It also
reduces the need for doctors to be physically present in
the NICU at all times, allowing them to monitor mul-
tiple patients simultaneously and allocate their expertise
efficiently. Ultimately, the implementation of the NeoComm-
Light system in NICUs enhances patient care, facilitates
faster response times, and supports better health outcomes
for babies in critical care. In the design of the NeoComLight
system, two architectures have been proposed to cater to
cost-effectiveness and different environments within NICUs.

A. NEOCOMMLIGHT SYSTEM: ARCHITECTURES
Two distinct NeoCommLight architectures have been pro-
posed for NICU areas, each offering a unique perspective.
These architectural designs have been developed with
flexibility in mind, ensuring that they can adapt to the
evolving mobility requirements of incubators in the NICU
environment. By utilizing VLC technology, NeoCommLight
architectures provide an undependable wireless commu-
nication infrastructure within the NICU, thereby reduc-
ing the need for cumbersome and restrictive hard-wired
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communication cables. The architecture 1 employs a different
approach by employing a shared VLC transmitter to facilitate
communication with multiple incubators. By using one
transmitter and four receivers, this system optimizes cost
and simplifies the overall communication setup. On the
other hand, In architecture 2, a one-to-one VLC system
is implemented, wherein each incubator unit is equipped
with separate transmitter and receiver modules. The separate
transmitter and receiver modules installed in each incubator
unit enable direct and dedicated communication between
the individual transmitter-receiver pairs. This setup offers a
high degree of customization and privacy for each incubator,
catering to specific patient needs and facilitating efficient
communication between the healthcare personnel and the
infants. In architecture 1, each receiver was assigned a
unique identity code to reduce inter-module interference. A
4-bit code system was introduced before data transmission.
The receivers then focused only on that code. If the code
was successfully received, the receiver could decode the
transmitted signal. Otherwise, the receiver would not be
active for other codes.

FIGURE 1. Architecture 1- Single transmitter and multiple receivers.

FIGURE 2. Architecture 2- one to one VLC connection.

The scenario depicted in Figure 1 showcases another
NeoCommLight system architecture consisting of one trans-
mitter and four receivers for the up-link and down-link
communication in the NICU. This setup enables the doctor to
access all incubators using a single high-power light source.
Synchronization becomes crucial in this scenario to ensure
smooth and reliable communication. To address the challenge
of distinguishing data signals for each receiver, a 4-bit code is
added before the actual data transmission. Each receiver waits

for the specific 4-bit code assigned to them. Upon receiving
the matching 4-bit code, the receiver detects and processes
the subsequent data signal. If the transmitted 4 bits do not
match the receiver’s assigned code, the receiver continues to
monitor the 4-bit code until a match is found. Thismechanism
ensures accurate and reliable data transmission and reception
by the intended incubator units. To minimize interference in
the up-link communication, specific separate time intervals
are allocated for each incubator unit. This time division
mechanism ensures that the transmissions from different units
do not overlap, reducing the risk of signal interference and
maintaining reliable communication.

Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of a one-to-one
VLC system designed specifically for NICUs, where each
incubator is equipped with a dedicated VLC transmitter and
receiver. To optimize performance, the VLC transmitter is
positioned in the corner of the incubator, taking advantage of
the lower ambient noise levels in that area. Noise distribution
simulations conducted in Matlab confirm that corner regions
exhibit reduced noise compared to other spots. The down-link
VLC system is represented by the yellow beam, while the
up-link VLC system is depicted by the blue beam. The
one-to-one communication design ensures a highly efficient
transmission of information. However, it is important to
note that implementing this architecture incurs a higher
initial cost compared to alternative designs. Nevertheless,
this cost is justified by the benefits it brings, including rapid
decision-making and improved healthcare outcomes.

B. NEOCOMMLIGHT SYSTEM: BLOCK-DIAGRAM
The prototype of the NeoCommLight system comprises
a Raspberry Pi module, photodiode, LCD, and healthcare
monitoring sensors, providing comprehensive real-time mon-
itoring of vital parameters, including heart rate, temperature,
oxygen saturation, blood pressure, and other essential met-
rics. The Raspberry Pi module serves as the main processing
unit, efficiently converting the measured parameters into
binary data. These binary values are then transmitted to
the LED driver circuit, where a high-power LED connected
to the incubator emits the blinking visible light signals.
In the receiving mode, the VLC receiving circuit captures
the transmitted binary data and relays it to the Raspberry Pi
module where the received signal is demodulated. The VLC
module placed on the roof rail of the NeoCommLIght system
consists of the Raspberry Pi module connected to a Wi-Fi
router via high-speed Ethernet or fiber cables other than the
LED and Photodiode circuitry. This allows doctors to access
patient records seamlessly through the Internet. Doctors and
administrators can remotely monitor each incubator from any
location worldwide, facilitating timely and informed medical
decisions. The doctors can provide specific instructions to
the individual NICU units based on the received sensor
parameters. The recommended instructions are promptly
displayed on each unit’s monitor, streamlining the workflow
for nurses and promoting efficient implementation. The
system’s user-friendly interface, accessible through web and
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mobile applications, allows doctors and administrators to
access patient data, set instructions, and receive real-time
updates effortlessly, even if they are not physically present
in the NICU area. A block diagram in figure 3 shows
the system modules for the two-way communication of the
sensor values/vital parameters and the instructions from the
incubator unit to the doctor outside the NICU area.

FIGURE 3. Detailed communication block diagram between sensed vitals
of the incubator to the doctor/ administrator.

IV. VLC CHANNEL MODELLING OF NEOCOMMLIGHT
SYSTEM AND ITS ANALYSIS
In this section, we present a comprehensive analysis of
the optical power distribution [30], [31], [32] and noise
distribution [33], [34], [35] about the line-of-sight (LOS)
link within the NICU area. Realistic channel modeling
and characterization are essential to ensure high quality-
of-service (QoS) in communication systems. Our goal is
to identify the optimal location coordinates of the VLC
transceivers of the NeoCommLight system, for effective
transmission of visible light signals, considering the two
architectures explained in section III-A. For the VLC channel
modelling and its analysis, we have considered the LED
as the transmitter and the photodiode as the receiver. First,
we modeled the channel and then analyzed the distribution
of illuminance and noise using Matlab simulations. The
simulations considered various critical variables, such as
LED type, LED view angle, the number and positions of
LEDs, receiving photodiodes’ characteristics (responsivity,
field of view - FOV, active area, and bandwidth), ambient
noise, and other relevant parameters.

For the indoor VLC system, high-power LEDs are
employed as the transmitter source, ensuring robust signal
transmission. Additionally, large-area, high-sensitive pho-
todiodes serve as receivers, optimizing the reception of
VLC signals as shown in figure 4. In figure 4, 8max
denotes the maximum radiation angle of the transmitting
LED concerning the receiving Photodiode. The 8 and d
represent the angle of irradiance and the distance between the
illuminated surface and the illumination source. The field-of-
view (FOV) angle of the photodiode based on its range of
view is represented as 9FOV .

FIGURE 4. Geometry of line of sight (LOS) propagation model.

TABLE 1. Notations and descriptions.

The radiation pattern of the LED optical transmitter is
assumed to be Lambertian. Lambertian radiation intensity
[33] distribution in Watt per Steradian (W/Sr) units is
calculated based on the equation (1). Lambert’s mode number
m is responsible for the directional behavior of the LED
source beam. The maximum power is radiated at the angle
8 = 0.

R0(8) =


(m+ 1)
2π

cosm(8) −π/2 < 8 < π/2

0 8 > π/2
(1)
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The Lambertian order m [34] is correlated with the
semi-radiation angle of the LED as shown in equation (2).

m =
−ln(2)

ln(cos(81/2))
(2)

The receiver irradiance, Is(d, 8) in Watts per Centimeter
(W/cm) at d and φ is given in the equation (3), where Pt is
the average transmitted optical power and d is the distance
across transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx).

Is(d, 8) =
PtR0(8)
d2

(3)

In the NICU environment, VLC transmitting LEDs are
strategically mounted on the ceiling, while photodiodes are
precisely positioned on the incubator units, forming the
receiving plane. In the NeoCommLight system, the line-
of-sight (LOS) signals are exclusively focused to ensure
direct and unobstructed communication. The LOS channel
direct current (DC) gain [34], denoted by HLOS as shown
in equation (4), plays a pivotal role in determining the
effectiveness of the LOS link. The received power distribution
is expressed by equation (6), providing critical insights into
the intensity of received VLC signals at different locations.

HLOS =


ArR0(8)

d2
Ts(9)g(9)cos(9) 9 < 9FOV

0 9 > 9FOV

(4)

Prp = HLOSPt (5)

Prp(dB) = 10log(Prp) (6)

In the given equation, φ = 0 represents the angle
of maximum radiated power for the VLC system. The
variables, Ar refer to the active area of the photodiode
(PD), d denotes the LOS distance between the PD and the
LED, and Ts represents the gain of an optical filter, hold
crucial significance. These variables collectively contribute
to determining the efficiency and performance of the LOS
link in the VLC system, aiding in improved signal reception
and transmission.

In the context of indoor VLC systems, it is crucial to
comprehend the impact of noise on the VLC Line-of-Sight
(LOS) channel model. The noise in such systems originates
from various sources, which include dark current [36],
thermal noise [32], amplifier noise [35], and shot noise
[32]. Each of these sources contributes to the overall noise
generated by the indoor VLC system. To quantify the total
noise generated, σ 2

total , by the system, we have used the below
equation,

σ 2
total = σ 2

shot + σ 2
thermal + σ 2

amplifier + σ 2
dc (7)

σ 2
total(dB) = 10log(σ 2

total) (8)

In the equation (7), σ 2
shot represents the shot noise variance.

The symbol σ 2
thermal corresponds to the thermal noise variance

and the σ 2
amplifier represents the noise variance of the

amplifier. Finally, the dark current noise is denoted by the σ 2
dc.

The variance of shot noise [32] is given in the equation (9).

σ 2
shot = 2qRBPrp + 2qBIbgI2 (9)

It is very crucial to find out the impact of ambient lights on
the photodiode to determine the interference it is posing to the
actual visible light communication. The background current
generated by the other ambient lights is denoted by Ibg as in
equation (9). The q represents the charge of the electron and
the B denotes the bandwidth of the photo-diode. The noise
bandwidth factor, denoted by the I2, is typically equal to 0.562
[32]. The equation (10) allows us to determine the variance of
amplifier noise [35], σ 2

amplifier . The symbol Ia represents the
amplifier’s current, andBa denotes the amplifier’s bandwidth.

σ 2
amplifier = I2aB

2
a (10)

σ 2
dc = 2qBIdc (11)

The dark current noise variance [36] is represented by
σ 2
dc as shown in the equation (11). The Idc represents the

dark current, a small amount of electric current generated
even in the absence of light. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
measures the useful information in a noisy environment.
In equation (12), the SNR is expressed as a function of the
photodetector responsivity R, received optical power, and
noise variance [32].

SNR =
(RPrp)2

σ 2
total

(12)

This study utilizes the equations from (1) to (12) to
comprehensively analyze each architecture of the designed
system. By applying these equations, the research can effec-
tively determine the number of VLC transmitters required in
any VLC-accessible area, based on the analysis of received
power distribution and noise power distribution.

A. ANALYSIS OF RECEIVED POWER DISTRIBUTION FOR
ARCHITECTURE 1: SINGLE VLC LED TRANSMITTER

FIGURE 5. Received power distribution (dBm) for architecture 1(One Tx).

To evaluate the distribution of received power for architec-
ture 1 in figure 1, which comprises of one LED transmitter
and four downlink receivers, simulations were conducted
using Matlab. The received power distribution is exhibited in
the figure 5. The LEDwas placed in the center of the ceiling in
this configuration. This resulted in stronger signal reception
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in the middle and gradually weakening towards the corners.
Based on this observation, it may be beneficial to consider
placing the VLC receivers closer to the center of the room
to potentially improve performance. As a result, the receivers
may experience increased received power levels which can
lead to improved overall performance. The table 2 outlines
the simulation parameters used in the Matlab simulations for
architecture 1.

TABLE 2. System parameters for received power distribution analysis of
the VLC architecture 1.

B. ANALYSIS OF RECEIVED POWER AND NOISE
DISTRIBUTION FOR ARCHITECTURE 2: TWO VLC
TRANSMITTERS
One case of architecture 2, employing two VLC transmitters
and two VLC receivers, stands as a more reliable solution
than architecture 1. A notable advantage of this design is
its inherent redundancy: in the event of a malfunction in
one downlink VLC transmitter, the other VLC downlink
transmitter can still access both VLC receivers. To analyze
the power distribution, MATLAB was used, employing
the equations described above to plot the received power
distribution graph. Despite having only two light beams, the
design demonstrates high received power distribution under
LED transmitters. Integrating the separate power distribution
statements for Light 1 and Light 2 enables the plotting of
the final power distribution graph for the receiving plane
in the room, represented in figure 6. The system param-
eters used in the MATLAB simulation for architecture 2
are provided in Table 3. This comprehensive approach
ensures an insightful evaluation of the system’s performance
and aids in optimizing the VLC network for efficient
communication.

FIGURE 6. Received power distribution (dBm) for one case of
architecture 2 (Two Tx).

TABLE 3. System parameters of one case of VLC architecture 2.

In this particular case of architecture 2, the communication
involves two VLC LED transmitters, and it is vital to take
into account the influence of ambient noise sources on the
communication link. When VLC transmitter 1 communicates
with receiver 1, VLC transmitter 2 becomes an ambient
noise source that can potentially affect the signal reception.
To assess the impact of this ambient noise, the noise distri-
bution equation (8) was employed in MATLAB, enabling the
plotting of the noise distribution graph represented in figure 7.
During the communication between VLC transmitter 1 and
receiver 1, it is essential to consider all other light sources
present in the environment as ambient noise, including VLC
transmitter 2. Accurate analysis and visualization of the noise
distribution provide valuable insights into the system’s per-
formance and its susceptibility to interference from ambient
sources. By understanding the noise distribution, engineers
and designers can optimize the VLC system’s parameters
and configuration, ultimately enhancing its reliability and
efficiency in real-world scenarios.

FIGURE 7. Noise power distribution (dBm) for VLC receiver 1 (Rx1) for a
case of architecture 2 (Two Tx).

C. ANALYSIS OF RECEIVED POWER AND NOISE
DISTRIBUTION FOR ARCHITECTURE 2: FOUR VLC
TRANSMITTERS
In figure 2, architecture 2 is depicted, featuring four LED
transmitters and four separate receivers. The four LED
transmitters generate distinct light beams that overlap,
resulting in the consideration of ambient noise as a critical
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factor in VLC communication. To evaluate the performance
of architecture 2, the equation for received power distribution,
(8), was employed to plot the received power distribution
graph using Matlab as shown in figure 8. Additionally, the
noise power distribution graphwas plotted as given in figure 9
based on the system parameters of VLC architecture 2 as
shown in table 4. During the analysis, it was observed that
the received power on the receiving plane was notably high
under each transmitter location. The objective was to identify
areas with reduced noise and high received power to ensure
reliable communication. Based on the received power and
noise distributions, the VLC receivers were positioned in
the corner areas of the incubators. By strategically selecting
receiver locations, engineers can enhance the signal-to-noise
ratio, resulting in improved communication performance
and increased overall efficiency of the VLC system in this
configuration.

TABLE 4. System parameters of the VLC architecture 2.

FIGURE 8. Received power distribution (dBm) for architecture 2 (four Tx).

In incubator 1 of architecture 2, where VLC transmitter
(Tx 1) and receiver (Rx 1) are in communication, light from
all other three LED transmitters in the system is considered
ambient noise. The noise power distribution graph was
plotted using equation (8), which takes into account shot
noise, amplifier noise, dark current noise, and background
noise. Shot noise, represented by equation (9), is influenced
by the received power on the plane. As a result, the noisy

power distribution during the communication between VLC
transmitter 1 and receiver 1 depends on the combination of
the received power distribution due to the VLC transmitters 2,
3, and 4. To optimize the placement of VLC receivers,
the location coordinates of receiver 1 were set to (−1.25,
−1.25, 0), resulting in low noise and high received power
at that position. Following this approach, all other VLC
receivers were strategically placed at the outer corners
of each incubator within architecture 2. This systematic
arrangement of receivers aims to maximize signal quality and
minimize interference from ambient noise sources, ultimately
enhancing the performance and reliability of the VLC system
in incubator 1.

FIGURE 9. Noise power distribution (dBm) for Rx 1 in architecture 2.

D. VLC INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS USING OPTISYSTEM
The Matlab simulation results presented in the previous
section gave the position of the VLC receivers to achieve
high signal quality and less noise. In this section, we analyze
the interference of the VLC communication, if the VLC
transmitters and receivers were positioned on the location
coordinates as given in figure 10 using the Optisystem
simulation tool. Using OptiSystem software, we have been
able to design, test, and simulate a free space optical
communication (FSO) link in VLC [37], [38]. Free-space
optical communication (FSO) is a method of wireless
communication in which data is transmitted and received
using light in free space. For systems with inter-symbol
interference and noise, OptiSystem quantifies characteristics
like BER (Bit Error Rate) and Q-Factor using numerical
investigations and semi-analytical approaches to determine
whether the VLC system is maximizing its performance.

According to the architecture shown in figure 10, Tx1
& Rx1 is one communication link, and Tx2 & Rx2
is another communication link. If we consider the VLC
communication between Tx1 and Rx1, the light from Tx2
will be the ambient noise. Similarly, if we consider the
communication between Tx2 and Rx2, the light from Tx1
will be ambient noise. The parameters of the photodiode [39]
and trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) [40] in the Optisystem
model are selected according to the photodiode and TIA used
in the implementation of the NeoCommLight system. Table 5
shows all the parameters used in this Optisystem simulation.

The FSOL (Free Space Optical Link) is composed of the
following key components: the optical transmitter (LED),
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FIGURE 10. Architecture 2: with location coordinates of transmitters and
receivers.

TABLE 5. Optisystem component parameters.

FSO link, optical amplifier, optical receiver (photodetector),
demodulator, low pass filter, and BER analyzer. The optical
transmitter, typically an LED, modulates data into optical
signals, and these signals are transmitted through the Free
Space Optical (FSO) link, enabling the wireless transmission
of data optically across a medium. To ensure reliable and
efficient data reception, the optical amplifier is employed to
amplify the optical data within the FSO channel, making it
easily detectable by the optical receiver (photodetector). The
photodetector, typically a photodiode, captures the incoming
optical signal and converts it into an electrical current
signal, allowing further processing of the received data.
After demodulation, where the original data is electronically
retrieved from the carrier wave, the signal requires filtering to
remove any unwanted noise or artifacts. As the final step, the
Bit Error Rate (BER) analyzer analyzes the recovered signals
and determines the bit error rate (BER), which quantifies the
accuracy of the received data. The BER analyzer also displays
the resulting signal, including an eye diagram,which provides

insights into the signal quality and helps optimize the overall
performance of the NeoCommLight system.

E. OPTISYSTEM MODEL: SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The architecture 2 of the NeoCommLight system is designed
using Optisystem 20, with a simulation setup illustrated
in figure 11. The data is transformed into non-return-to-
zero (NRZ) electrical pulses using a pseudo-random data
sequence, and an instantaneous white light is generated from
the LED. The high-power white LED emits the modulated
output with an optical power of 42 W. The communication
link is established over free space between the high-power
white LED and the receiving silicon photodiode at room
temperature. The VLC channel employs free space optics,
and its characteristics are determined based on experimental
observations, considering only the Line of Sight (LOS)
model. Measured FSO parameters are calculated using this
LOSmodel. In this setup, ambient light from all other sources
is assumed, as interference or noise during communication
between VLC transmitter 1 (Tx1) and VLC receiver 1 (Rx1).
Similarly, LED transmitter 2 (Tx2) acts as ambient noise
when VLC receiver 1 and transmitter 1 communicate. The
received power of Receiver 1 (PRX1) because of the VLC
transmitter 2 (Tx2) was calculated. Also, the received power
of Receiver 2 (PRX2) because of the VLC transmitter 1
(Tx1) is calculated using the equations. It was added to the
photodiode as a separate white LED source using an optical
coupler. The ambient light is merged with the modulated
white LED signal using an optical coupler before the FSO
transmission link.

The eye diagram serves as a valuable tool for assessing
signal transmission quality, effectively summarizing the
effects of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) by displaying the
responses of 0’s and 1’s in the received signal. By overlapping
plots of the received signal for every symbol time, the eye
diagram provides insights into the ISI and eye-opening,
representing the quality of the signal. The maximum width
of the opening eye represents the best sampling time. In this
context, the eye diagram in figure 12 was generated for VLC
Receiver 1 (Rx1) position. The eye diagram in figure 13
was generated for VLC Receiver 2 (Rx2) position. The
diagrams include merged light and noise signals, showcasing
the received signal quality of Rx1 and RX2 in this simulation.
According to the location coordinates of Tx1, Rx1, Tx2,
Rx2 in the architecture in figure 10 and as per the system
parameters in table 5, the distance between Tx1 and Rx1
is shorter compared to the distance between Tx2 and Rx2.
Consequently, the received power at Rx1 is higher than
at Rx2. Furthermore, the theoretical noise power at Rx1
is expected to be lower than at Rx2 due to the greater
distance between Tx2 and Rx1. As a result, Rx1 exhibits
better performance compared to Rx2. This observation is
further validated by the eye diagram for Rx1, displaying
a larger eye-opening size and indicating a higher signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR). The quality factor (Q-factor), which
represents the SNR’s quality in the ‘‘eye’’ of the optical
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FIGURE 12. Eye diagram obtained for Rx1 from opti-system.

FIGURE 13. Eye diagram obtained for Rx2 from opti-system.

signal, is also higher for Rx1. Overall, this simulation
demonstrates that the communication between Tx1 and Rx1
outperforms Tx2 and Rx2 communication. By leveraging the
eye diagram and relevant parameters, designers can optimize
the location coordinates of the transmitters and receivers of
the NeoCommLight system, ensuring reliable and efficient
data transmission.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF NEOCOMMLIGHT SYSTEM
The NeoCommLight system is implemented with one
transmitter and one receiver. The VLC receiver picks up
the square pulse signal generated by the VLC transmitter.
To assess the system’s performance, the output of the VLC
receiver is fed into an oscilloscope and compared with the
signal originating from the VLC transmitter as shown in
figure 14. An OTOROYS PowerLED panel of 24 V, 42
W was used for the transmitter, and a Hamamatsu S5973
Pin photodiode was used for the receiver. This experiment

was able to transmit data at 800 Kbps at a distance of
200 cm. Increasing the transmission frequency reduces the
illumination of the LED panel. This is because the LED panel
must turn on and off at a faster rate at higher frequencies.
At high frequencies, the transmitter is not able to send a
VLC signal over long distances, and the signal becomes
distorted. The experiment involved testing the bit rate range
from 200 bps to 4 Mbps with a transmission distance of
200 cm. Due to the proportional diminishing of light intensity
with distance, an optical concentrator is employed at the
receiver. The optical concentrator was added to the receiver
to extend the range of the VLC communication system
beyond 20 cm to 200 cm. In the low bit rate range, from
200 bps to 100 Kbps, the received signal closely resembled
the transmitted signal. However, beyond the bit rate range
of 100 Kbps, the received signal began to distort significantly.
Despite this limitation, the VLC prototype demonstrated
superior performance, with a maximum range of 200 cm
between the transmitter and receiver. At this distance, the
VLC prototype successfully detected a 600 kHz (1.2 Mbps)
signal. For shorter distances, such as within 5cm, the VLC
system excelled at transmitting a 1.5 MHz (3 Mbps) signal.
By understanding the system’s limitations and strengths at
different frequencies and distances, we can optimize the
VLC circuit design, ensuring reliable and high-speed data
transmission.

FIGURE 14. Designed prototype of VLC transmitter and receiver.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF NEOCOMMLIGHT
SYSTEM
The performance evaluation of the prototype of the Neo-
CommLight system is performed considering the charac-
teristics such as the variability of the distance between
the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx), the communication
latency, the average voltage of the received signal, the
transmitted source angle, the peak-to-peak voltage of the
received signal, transmission bit rate, diffraction angle in case
of knife edge obstacle, and so on. These characteristics were
carefully assessed to ensure a more satisfactory operation of
the system.
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A. DELAY PERCENTAGE (%) VS. TRANSMISSION SIGNAL
BIT RATE (KBPS) ANALYSIS
Furthermore, we conducted an analysis involving the cal-
culation of the bit-period-to-delay ratio expressed as a
percentage. This ratio was pivotal in assessing the relation-
ship between the communication delay and the inherent
bit period. Subsequently, the communication latencies or
delays (measured in nanoseconds) were translated into delay
percentages using the formulation outlined in equation (13).
It is imperative to emphasize that delay is not solely
contingent on bit rate but is also intrinsically linked to the bit
period.

Delay Precentage =
Delay(ns) × 100%

Bit period
(13)

The resultant plot, depicted in figure 15, briefly portrays
the relationship between the delay percentage of received
signals and the bit rate. As the bit rate escalates, the
delay percentage in received signals concurrently increases.
This trend becomes particularly pronounced when bit rates
surpass 200 Kbps. This surge in delay percentage is attributed
to the notable discrepancy between high-frequency delays
(measured in nanoseconds) and their corresponding bit
periods (also measured in nanoseconds).It can be inferred
that the transmitter has a maximum bit rate that can be
detected at the receiver based on the distance provided.
Beyond that maximum bit rate, the receiver is unable to detect
the transmitted data for a fixed transmitter-receiver distance.
This is the reasonwhy the plotted curves are truncated at some
point and beyond that there are no values.

FIGURE 15. Delay percentage(%) - transmission signal bit rate (Kbps)
graph.

B. PHASE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TX AND RX VS.
TRANSMISSION SIGNAL BIT RATE ANALYSIS
The phase angle exhibited notable fluctuations in correspon-
dence with both bit rate and distance variations during our
experiments in the NeoCommLight prototype. The phase
difference quantified in degrees varied between transmitted
and received signals, was gauged by the oscilloscope in the
prototype. Figure 16, illustrates the phase difference between
the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) against the bit rate.

Notably, an increase in bit rate corresponds to an augmented
phase difference. This phase shift signifies the angular offset
experienced by the received signal. Furthermore, the phase
difference increases as an increase in the distance between Tx
and Rx while maintaining the same bit rate. The behavior of
the delay percentage (%) vs. bit rate (Kbps) plot and the phase
difference (degrees) between Tx and Rx vs. bit rate (Kbps)
plot are similar.

FIGURE 16. Phase difference(degrees) between Tx and Rx VS
transmission signal bit rate (Kbps) graph.

C. ILLUMINANCE (LUX) VS. TRANSMISSION SIGNAL BIT
RATE (KBPS) ANALYSIS
The experiment to analyze the variations of illuminance
with transmission signal frequency (bit rate) was performed
without any obstacles between the VLC transmitter and
receiver. The VLC transmitter was given bit rate ranging
from 200 bps to 2 Mbps, and the lux meter measured
the illuminance at the VLC receiver. The variations of the
illumination with the transmission bit rate are plotted in
figure 17. At shorter distances, the illumination at the receiver
side is significantly high. However, by increasing the bit
rate while keeping the distance constant, the illuminance
diminishes proportionally with the bit rate rise. At elevated
frequencies, the transmitted LED necessitates more frequent
on-off cycles, contributing to the reduction in illumination
observed at the higher frequency ranges. At a greater
distance of 50-100 cm, illumination variation was lower
compared to 1-40 cm. When the illuminance at the receiving
side of the NeoCommLIght prototype is higher, the VLC
receiver can efficiently and precisely decipher the trans-
mitted signal. Particularly at lower frequencies (bit rates),
when illumination levels are elevated, the NeoCommLight
system excels in executing the communication process with
efficacy.

D. CONTACT ANGLE (DEGREES) OF THE TRANSMITTER VS.
AVERAGE VOLTAGE OF RECEIVED SIGNAL (MV) ANALYSIS
The transmission angle is one of the crucial parameters
for realizing the bounds of the NeoCommLight prototype
system. Figure 18 illustrates the procedure for measuring
the transmission angle concerning the line of sight (LOS)
path between Tx and Rx. The transmitter undergoes rotation
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FIGURE 17. Illuminance (lux) versus transmission signal bit rate (Kbps)
graph.

both in the anti-clockwise direction, −θ and in the clockwise
direction, +θ . This experiment centered around a range of
transmission angles from −35 degrees to +35 degrees. The
correlation between the transmitting angle and the average
voltage of the receiving signal is illustrated in figure 19. The
average voltage at the VLC receiver significantly varies when
the VLC transmitter alters its angle from the line of sight
position.

FIGURE 18. VLC transmitter rotation procedure.

FIGURE 19. Contact angle (degrees) of the Tx - average voltage of
received signal (mV) analysis graph.

When the angle was between −15 and +15 degrees,
an increase in the average voltage of the received signal

is observed. According to our observations, the transmitter
circuit of the NeoCommLight system has the potential to
successfully transmit a signal at an angle between −15
degrees and 15 degrees from the line of sight. The average
voltage of the received signal at a distance of 50 cm is
greater than the received signal at a distance of 150 cm. The
bell-shaped plots in figure 19 reach their highest average
voltage values when the transmitting angle is zero degrees
ie, at the line of sight.

E. DIFFRACTION ANGLE (DEGREES) VS.
TRANSMITTER-OBSTACLE DISTANCE

FIGURE 20. Diffraction angle (degrees) of the light in VLC system.

FIGURE 21. Diffraction angle (degrees) with the change of the
transmitter-obstacle distance graph.

Since the light signal could not penetrate through the solid
object, the shadowing effect becomes one of the significant
problems in VLC. The VLC receiver will not be able to
decode the transmitted data if the obstacle in between the
transmitter and receiver completely blocks (covers 100%) the
VLC transmission. In this experiment, we selected a solid
object with dimensions, 20 × 20x1 cm3, and the VLC Tx
and Rx were separated by 100 cm. We obstructed the 50%
of VLC transmission using the solid object and moved the
object between the transmitter and receiver within the 100 cm
range. We observed that the light beam undergoes diffraction
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after inserting the obstruction between the VLC transmission.
It has been shown in figure 20 that due to diffraction the light
bends slightly as it passes through the edge of the object.
The diffraction angle will change while the obstacle moves
between the VLC transmission path. At the receiver side, the
average voltage of the received signal wasmeasured using the
oscilloscope. Table 6 shows the received signal voltage with
the varying transmitter to obstacle distances. In real-world
situations, light communication occurs in three dimensions.
This experiment was conducted horizontally, as this is
easier to demonstrate the diffraction effect. Due to the
shorter distance of communication, the horizontal or vertical
alignment will not have a significant impact. Low average
received signal voltages were obtained when the obstacle was
at a distance ranging from 1 cm to 40 cm from the transmitter.
When the obstacle was placed in the range of 50 cm to
80 cm, the average received voltage obtained was 1.6 V,
which is the same value we obtained without the obstacle.
This indicates that when the obstacle with 50% obstruction
was positioned between 50 cm to 80 cm from the transmitter,
then the obstruction does not affect VLC communication.
In the prototype experiment design, the maximum distance
for signal reception is tested for 2 meters. The line of sight
distance from the ceiling to the NICU unit is approximately
2 meters or less. The reflected signal is definitely more than
2meters away from the receiver. Therefore, the strength of the
reflected signal is very low, and at the receiver it is negligible.
Moreover, the interference depends on the positioning of the
transceivers. Based on the noise power and received power
distributions analysis, the transceivers need to be positioned
appropriately. As a result, reflection is not a factor in this
experiment.

TABLE 6. Variability of average received signal voltage (mV) in the
presence of the obstacle.

Figure 21 shows the variability of the diffraction angle
(degrees) with the change in distance from the obstruction
to the transmitter. We observe an exponential reduction in the
diffraction angle as the distance between the transmitter and
obstruction increases. Additionally, the experiment showed
that if the transmitted light bit rate is altered, there is no
significant difference in the diffraction angle. Thus it is
concluded that there is no correlation between the diffracted
angle and the transmitted bit rate. At a certain distance, the
diffraction angle becomes zero, indicating that obstruction
does not affect visible light communication.

F. SUMMARY
Aiming at the problem of wireless communication in the RF
restrictedNICUs, theNeoCommLight system is designed and
a prototype has been developed. The performance analysis
of the prototype has been presented in this paper which
illustrates the interference analysis of the NeoCommLight
system, the variability of the parameters of the received
VLC signals concerning the illuminance variations, commu-
nication latency, delay percentage, phase difference, contact
angle of the transmitter and diffraction angle. The system’s
performance analysis showed that it could transmit data up
to 3 Mbps within a two-meter range. Then the following
summarizes the interpretations of the performance analysis:

1) The NeoCommLight prototype could transmit a signal
with a bandwidth of 800 Kbps at a maximum distance
of 200 cm. In addition to this, the prototype could
transmit the data with a data rate of 3Mbps at a distance
of 5 cm from the receiver.

2) As the transmission bit rate increases, the delay
percentage in the received signals linearly increases.
This trend becomes prominent when the transmission
signal bit rates surpass 200 Kbps.

3) The phase difference between the transmitted and
received signal increases with an increase in the Tx-Rx
distance while maintaining the same bit rate.

4) At lower transmission bit rates, the illuminance is
higher, and thereby the receiving efficiency of the
NeoCommLight system is also high compared to the
higher transmission bit rates.

5) When the transmitter contact angle is between−15 and
+15 degrees, we observed an increase in the average
voltage of the received signal.

6) When the obstacle is placed in the range of 50 cm
to 80 cm from the transmitter, the average received
voltage obtained is 1.6 V, which is the same value
we obtained without the obstacle. When the obstacle
is between 1 cm and 40 cm from the transmitter,
low average signal voltages are received at the VLC
receiver.

7) The diffraction angle (due to the placement of
the obstacle between the transmitter and receiver)
decreases exponentially as the distance between the
transmitter and the obstacle increases.

8) There are no significant changes in the diffraction angle
concerning the change in the bit rate of the transmitted
light.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the design and architecture
of a Visible light communication system, NeoCommLight
for RF-restricted NICUs, which is a promising indoor
communicationmethod and allows for leveraging the existing
lighting infrastructures in the NICUs. The novel architectures
were designed for the RF-restricted NICU areas to meet the
requirements for the scenarios that would ensue. In the NICU
areas with RF restrictions, architecture 1 (One-to-One VLC
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communication) is deemed the most reliable architecture,
whereas architecture 2 (One Tx and Four Rx) is deemed
the most cost-effective method. Since we are dealing with
medical data, it is quite significant to model the interfer-
ence of the system. The mathematically modeled system
interference has been analyzed using Optisystem and its
results are presented in the paper. The implementation details
of the NeoCommLight prototype are described in detail in
the paper. The performance analysis of the NeoCommLight
prototype illustrated the variations of received signal bit rate
with different factors such as delay, distance, illuminance,
received power, and angle between the transmitter and
receiver. The results obtained are crucial to improving the
performance of the NeoCommLight system under different
lighting conditions in the NICU.
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